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Business Need

 Currently, ATIMS has a Prisoner Support report with 

hardcoded splits and a single daily rate model.

 There is a need for custom billing reports based on 

specific needs.

 ATIMS needs to provide a more configurable Agency 

Billing solution 
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ATIMS Solution

 ATIMS has enhanced the Agency Billing Entry configuration 

and added reports to reflect these changes.

 Agency Split Flag

 Tiered Daily Rate Configuration

 Billing Rules Configuration

 New Billing Reports.



Functionality
 ATIMS has added new configurations per Agency for 

contract billing.
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Agency Split Configuration

 Agency Split is a new concept that 

allows an agency to configure if 

and how they will split the cost of 

housing an inmate with another 

agency.

 Note:  This flag only handles 

whether or not to charge the 

agency full or split price. 

 An agency that will only pay if they 

are the sole responsible agency 

will need to be set up as a rule.
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Tiered Rate Configuration
 Billing rates can now be entered as 

either flat or tiered.

 The flat rate functions the same as 

before; no configurations will be 

lost.

 The tiered rate applies a daily rate 

based on the total inmate count 

per agency.  

 Using tiered rates can incentivize a 

contract agency to want more beds 

at a lower cost.
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Billing Rules Configuration
 Billing rules are a new concept that helps to 

accommodate contractual obligations.

 Operator sets whether the met condition 
will include or exclude the inmate from 
billing.

 Rule sets the rule type

 This/Other Booking Type

 This/Other Booking Has Charge With Charge Flag

 This/Other Booking Arresting Agency

 Other Booking Billing Agency

 Inmate Current Facility

 Comparison is a multi select box for setting 
specific conditions.
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New Billing Reports
 Stats – Contract Billing by Agency

 Stats – Contract Billing by Inmate
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